
Dear All 
  
Last week some important developments took place which will have an impact on many aspects 
of news and social media. Google threatened to stop its search engine in Australia and Facebook 
said that it will stop its Australian users from accessing news. Here’s my learnings from this 
important development. 
  

1. The Australian Government introduced the News Media bargaining code in July 2020. It 
basically says that google and Facebook will have to pay for the search links they throw 
up when consumers scroll for a topic. 

2. The Australian media publishers have been in decline and the industry is challenged. 
Newspapers, magazines etc. in Australia are facing certain death, as is the case in many 
countries worldwide. 

3. Google says that they are willing to discuss the issue but the code as it stands is not 
acceptable to them. 

4. Google says they started in Australia in 2002 with one employee and today they have 
1800 direct employees and another 116,000 in the eco system. I didn’t realize that tech 
companies have a 1 is to 60 ratio. In manufacturing we know that for everyone person 
involved in manufacturing, there are about 7 to 10 people employed in the eco system. 

5. Google says that it contributes about $ 53 billion to the Australian economy. Australia 
GDP is about $1300 billion, that means, about 4 % contribution. 

6. Google argues that newspapers are dying because classified ads have moved out of 
newspapers into online ads. 

7. Google argues that its business is growing because enterprises that never advertised are 
advertising on google, not because ads have moved from print to google. 

8. Paying news sites for the links will mean the challenge to the open internet which is how 
it was conceived. There is a bargaining power imbalance in the proposed code between 
physical media and digital platforms. One suggestion askes for 14 day algorithm 
notification to the media publishers, giving them a an important window however 
google argues that it’s users will be deprived of the content for two weeks. 

9. What happens if you post something interesting and that goes viral? Today people pick 
from digital media and then write in the physical newspaper.  Who pays whom then? 

10. Newspapers report events, cover events and write analysis on how they see the 
situation and context. In many cases they don’t own the content. If you take sport as an 
example, the governing body of that sport is the owner of that content, e.g., take the 
score as an example, newspapers report the score, the data however is that of the 
governing body. 

  
We saw France put a tax on Google and Facebook for their 2020 earnings, now Australia is 
looking at Google and Facebook. I feel that the tech companies and the mentality of winner take 
all will hurt them. They have to do more to engage with society and help society. Without that, 
they will be seriously challenged. 
  
Feedback welcome 
  
Wr 
Shiv 
 


